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Rating Scale / Basic Level
Points

5

4

Task Completion
All 3 questions are fully
answered.
3F

2 questions fully answered,
1 unclearly.
2F, 1U

Points

10

9
8

7

3

Only 2 questions are fully
answered.
2F

6

5

2

1

0

1 question fully answered,
2 unclearly. 1F, 2U
or
3 questions answered
unclearly. 3U
Only 1 question is fully
answered. 1F
or
1 question is fully
answered, 1 unclearly.
1F, 1U
or
2 questions are answered
unclearly. 2U

4

3

2

Language
The text is completely understandable
despite minor errors.
Very good range of vocabulary/structures.
completely understandable
completely/easy to understand
The text is easy to understand despite
some errors.
Good range of vocabulary/structures.
easy to understand
easy to understand/understandable
The text is understandable despite
numerous errors.
Sufficient range of vocabulary/ structures.
understandable
understandable/difficult to understand
The text is difficult to understand in places
due to numerous errors.
Inadequate range of vocabulary/structures.
difficult to understand
difficult/generally difficult to
understand
The text is generally difficult to understand
due to error density.
Severely restricted range of
vocabulary/structures.
generally difficult to understand

1

The text does not answer any of the questions or cannot be understood.

Note:
If the text gets 0 points on TC, it gets 0 points on Language. If the text gets 0 points on TC due to being
underlength, it cannot get more than 1 on Language. If the text gets 1 point on TC, it cannot get more than 4
on Language. If the text gets 2 points on TC, it cannot get more than 6 on Language. If the text gets 3 points
on TC, it cannot get more than 8 on Language.
If the text falls between, for example, an 8 or a 6, the assessor can give 7 points.
Underlength scripts are penalised as follows:
30-35 words: -1 point; less than 30 words: -2 points
The minimum score is 0.
Short forms (e.g. I’m, isn’t) are counted as one word.
The word count does not include repetitions, enumerations and passages copied from the Reading Paper.

Task 7
Question 31
Read the message from Sandra.
Write Sandra a reply. Answer all Sandra’s questions.
Write 40-60 words.
Write your reply on the answer sheet.

Hi
Thanks for inviting me for the weekend.
How do I get to your place? What should I know about your family? How shall we spend
the weekend?
See you soon.
Sandra

Script 1

Task Completion: 5
All 3 questions are answered.
Q1: How do I get to your place?
I can pick you up right at your home….
Q2: What should I know about your family?
My family is awesome, you will like it……
Q3: How shall we spend the weekend?
We are going to the concert first and then to the cinema…
Language: 10
The text is completely understandable despite minor errors (allright) and has a very good
range of vocabulary and structures (It’s nice to hear that you have accepted…, is that allright
with you…, we are going to the concert first and then to…, can’t wait…).

Script 2

Task Completion: 4
Questions 2 and 3 are answered, but Question 1 is not fully answered: it does not say how
one can get to where the person actually lives; it just mentions the type of transport to take
and where from (You can get to my place by bus…, from bus station…).
Language: 6
The text is understandable despite numerous errors (I hope some that…, from bus station…,
to be worry about…, I have surprise…, for a weekend…, you should get there…). The range is
sufficient.

Script 3

Task Completion: 3
Questions 1 and 3 are answered. The student does not say anything about their family
(Question 2). The script is underlength. It has 35 words and loses 1 point.
Language: 8
If the text gets 3 points on TC, it cannot get more than 8 on Language (see Note below Scale
for explanation of ceilings).

Script 4

Task Completion: 2
Only Question 3 is fully answered. Questions 1 and 2 are not answered clearly because of
language difficulties (I go to you and diving to my places… and My family is happy because
you came for me…, respectively).
Language: 3
Due to numerous errors, the difficulty of understanding falls between a 2 and a 4 (my
places…, is in center city…, diving to my places…, we going to tennis mech and go… we go to
my friends at party…).

Script 5

Task Completion: 0
Questions 1 and 2 are not answered clearly. Only Question 3 is answered (We going in
Venice, enjoying the carnival….). However, the answer is lifted from the Reading Paper (Task
5), so it does not count as an answer and therefore cannot get one point for TC. (The text is
also underlength because the sentences …I can’t wait to tell you all about it…, and the
already mentioned … in Venice, enjoying the carnival…, are lifted from the Reading Paper
(Task 5). Minus the lifted sentences, the script has 27 words).
Language: 0
The text is generally difficult to understand and the range severely restricted due to
numerous errors (No thanks you…, coming the weekend…, you going care…, not going
travelled…, nothing may family…, is mot beed family…). It would be given 2 points for
Language, but because it does not answer any questions it is given 0 points.

Script 6

Task Completion: 0
The text does not answer any of the questions. Although place, family and weekend are
mentioned in the text, nothing is really said about them (I’m place in…, my family playing
football and not going to weekend…, I’m weekend going dance and singer in caffe bar…).
(Also, the script is underlength. It has 32 words and if it had any points on TC, it would lose
1 point because the last sentence in the script, Can you imagine a two-week holiday with no
sun?, is copied from Task 2 of the Reading paper).
Language: 0
A script that scores 0 on Task Completion because it does not answer any questions cannot
receive more than 0 for Language.

